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The purpose of this appraisal is to provide the vehicle owners with an unbiased written estimate of the 
condition and value. The appraisal should satisfy the requirements of the classic and collector car 
insurance industry of Ontario. 

The appraisal is provided to help the owner and insurance company in substantiating the OPCF 19A 
("Agreed value") and not the ACV ("Actual Cash Value") of the vehicle prior to possible claims of damage 
or loss. The overall condition is identified with detailed reporting of various aspects (e.g., paint, interior 
etc.). Photographs are also provided to help validate the condition at the time of the appraisal.  

Validation of certain statements made by the owner about the vehicle and unseen latent or inaccessible 
aspects of the vehicle's condition or history are outside the scope of the appraisal. Nonetheless, the 
owner's statements about the vehicle may be included in the appraisal in order to provide information 
that may be helpful. It remains the responsibility of the owner, however, to verify such facts with 
supportive documentation if required by the insurance company. 
 
The conclusion of the appraisal is an assessment of overall condition based on a complete list of specific 
areas of concern (e.g., vehicle history, body, suspension, drive train, paint finish, interior, etc.) The final 
condition evaluation was then related to standard categories, as set forth in the most recent and 
established publications and industry guides. Collector car value guides typically use a scale of 1= very 
best 2= very good 3= average 4= Good  5= poor and 6= parts car. The overall value based on condition 
is then equated with as much market value research as possible. Published asking prices in various 
sources were not central to this process. 

Finally the appraisal is a stand alone snapshot in time of the condition and value as recorded by the 
appraiser. Increase in evaluation from a previous appraisal could be due to change in market, collector 
demand or increase in condition due to restoration. Decrease in value could be the result of a previous 
appraisal that may have been poorly researched, decrease in demand or the car may have actually 
deteriorated. 

 The appraiser takes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this appraisal once it has been accepted 
and forwarded to the insurer for a 19A policy.  This appraisal was the opinion of the appraiser. We are not 
responsible for any financial loses All information was accurate on the date of  the appraisal. All 
information was derived for current market values wholesale and retail as well as information supplied by 
the owner. 

 
 This Appraisal has not been developed for resale purposes or any other purpose except for insurance 

company in substantiating the OPCF 19A or a 19 policy.  
 
        Owners  
 As owners you are responsible for having the proper coverage on your classic or custom car. 
  Please understand the difference between a 19 A Policy and a 19 policy . For more information please 

visit our Wed site at  WWW.dpconsult.ca 
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     Customers Name                        Address                       City/Town_     

 

     Province /State Ontario   Country Canada  _ Phone                        Postal code  

 

     Vehicle Year _1946 Vin Number                             Brand  Hudson   Interior Gray Model  Series 58 Super Six   

 

   Body Style_2 Door Pickup   Body Colour  Red   Mileage 60,982 Miles

 

Body Condition Exle Aver Poor Comments

Roof x

Rear deck lid /Box x

Rear tail light x

Left front Fender x

Left front door x

Left rear door 

Left rear quarter x

Left side Windows x

Rear window x

Left Side tire wear 98%

Rear Bumper x

Body Condition Exle Aver Poor Comments

Grill x

Hood x

Front light x

Right front Fender x

Right front door x

Right rear door 

Right rear quarter x

Right side Windows x

Winshield x

Right Side tire wear 98%

Front bumper x  
Interior Condition Exel Aver Poor Comments

Front Upholstery x

Rear Upholstery x

Carpeting x

Dash x

Interior panels x

Mechanical Condition Exel Aver Poor Comments

Engine Running x

Engine  Visual x

Transmit ion x

Clutch x

Exhaust x

Steering x  
  Option List         Yes  No        Yes  No            Yes   No                   Yes No

 

Power Steering

Power Brakes

Leather Upholstery

Bucket seats

Power mirrors 

Power windows

Aluminium Wheels

Traction control

Power locks

Power Trunk

Automatic transmit ion

Manual Transmit ion x

Power seats 

Power doors

Running boards

Trailer tow package

4 wheel drive

Traction Control

Anti lock Brakes

Over Drive

Tilt Wheel

Cruise control

Alarm System

Driving lights

Rear back up sensing

Power Top

AM/FM /CD

Air Bags

A/C

Convertible Top

T/Top

Sun Roof

AM/FM Stereo x

T Tops

 
   Engine size/ Number of Cylinders Fuel type  Over all condition   Apraised value 

 

3 Cyl

4 Cyl

6 Cyl x

8 Cyl

10 Cyl

12 Cyl  

Gas x

Diesel

Propane

Natural Gas

Dual Fuel

 

Excellent x

Above Average

Average

Poor

Rough

Retail Aver

Retail High

 
  Comments 

 See Next Pages For Details

     
        Appraised By_ Daniel Sporbeck   Business Number  120798590_ Signature______________________________________   

      Date  
    Special Note: This appraisal was the opinion of the appraiser listed above. We are not responsible for any financial loses All information was accurate on the date of         

the appraisal. All information was derived for current market values wholesale and retail. 
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             Summary: 
This is an appraisal for a 1946 Hudson Series 58 Super Six Pick Up Truck . This is a very low 
production vehicle. The first impression of this truck is very good the truck shows well pride of 
owner ship is very evident. The body of this truck looks has under gone a complete ground up 
restoration . The owner has some documentation  on this  the car . All the trim tags and vin tags 
are still present on this truck . Attention to detail is very evident in this truck . The body on this 
truck is arrow straight . The underside of this car is very nice no rust at all. This is thought to be a 
numbers matching truck.  I rate this car as a # 1.5 quality Truck. A close to perfect original or a 
very well restored vehicle. Generally a body-off restoration, but a well done body-on restoration 
that has been fully detailed may qualify. The vehicle is stunning to look at and any flaws are trivial 
and not readily apparent. Everything works as new. All equipment is original, NOS, or excellent 
quality reproductions. Note: This is NOT a 100 point trailered show car.  See show car description 
in How to Use section.. All equipment is original, brand name or excellent quality reproductions. 
The car is always stored in side under cover .This car is driven regularly to shows and cruise 
nights. This is one very limited production vehicle 1 of  3,374 trucks . The Hudson Motor Car 
Company made Hudson and other brand automobiles in Detroit, Michigan, U.S., from 1909 to 
1954. In 1954, Hudson merged with Nash-Kelvinator to form American Motors Corporation 
(AMC). The Hudson name was continued through the 1957 model year, after which it was 
discontinued. The name "Hudson" came from Joseph L. Hudson, a Detroit department store 
entrepreneur and founder of Hudson's department store, who provided the necessary capital and 
gave permission for the company to be named after him. A total of eight Detroit businessmen 
formed the company on February 20, 1909, to produce an automobile which would sell for less 
than US$1,000 (equivalent to approximately $28,456 in 2019 funds. One of the chief "car men" 
and organizer of the company was Roy D. Chapin, Sr., a young executive who had worked with 
Ransom E. Olds. (Chapin's son, Roy Jr., would later be president of Hudson-Nash descendant 
American Motors Corp. in the 1960s). The company quickly started production, with the first car 
driven out of a small factory in Detroit on July 3, 1909 at Mack Avenue and Beaufait Street in 
Detroit, occupying the old Aerocar factory. 
 

Summary Continues: 
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The new Hudson "Twenty" was one of the first low-priced cars on the American market and very 
successful with more than 4,000 sold the first year. The 4,508 units made in 1910 was the best 
first year's production in the history of the automobile industry and put the newly formed company 
in 17th place industry-wide, "a remarkable achievement at a time" when there were hundreds of 
makes being marketed .Successful sales volume required a larger factory. A new facility was built 
on a 22-acre parcel at Jefferson Avenue and Conner Avenue in Detroit's Fairview section that 
was diagonally across from the Chalmers Automobile plant.[1] The land was the former farm of 
D.J. Campau. Until the late 1920s, bodies for Hudson cars were built by Biddle and Smart. On 1 
July 1926, Hudson's new $10 million body plant was completed where the automaker could now 
build the all-steel closed bodies for both the Hudson and Essex models. It was designed by the 
firm of renowned industrial architect Albert Kahn with 223,500 square feet and opened on 
October 29, 1910. Production in 1911 increased to 6,486.For 1914 Hudsons for the American 
market were now left hand drive. The company had a number of firsts for the auto industry; these 
included dual brakes, the use of dashboard oil-pressure and generator warning lights, and the 
first balanced crankshaft, which allowed the Hudson straight-six engine, dubbed the "Super Six" 
(1916), to work at a higher rotational speed while remaining smooth, developing more power for 
its size than lower-speed engines. The Super Six was the first engine built by Hudson, previously 
Hudson had developed engine designs and then had them manufactured by Continental Motors 
Company. Most Hudsons until 1957 had straight-6 engines. The dual brake system used a 
secondary mechanical emergency brake system, which activated the rear brakes when the pedal 
traveled beyond the normal reach of the primary system; a mechanical parking brake was also 
used. Hudson transmissions also used an oil bath and cork clutch mechanism that proved to be 
as durable as it was smooth. At their peak in 1929, Hudson and Essex produced a combined 
300,000 cars in one year, including contributions from Hudson's other factories in Belgium and 
England; a factory had been built in 1925 in Brentford in London. Hudson was the third largest 
U.S. car maker that year, after Ford Motor Company and Chevrolet. In 1919, Hudson introduced 
the Essex brand line of automobiles; the line was originally for budget-minded buyers, designed 
to compete with Ford and Chevrolet, as opposed to the more up-scale Hudson line. The Essex 
found great success by offering one of the first affordable sedans, and combined Hudson and 
Essex sales moved from seventh in the U.S. to third by 1925. In 1932, Hudson began phasing 
out its Essex nameplate for the modern Terraplane brand name. The new line was launched on 
July 21, 1932, with a promotional christening by Amelia Earhart. For 1932 and 1933, the restyled 
cars were named Essex-Terraplane; from 1934 as Terraplane, until 1938 when the Terraplane 
was renamed the Hudson 112. Hudson also began assembling cars in Canada, contracting 
Canada Top and Body to build the cars in their Tilbury, Ontario, plant. In England Terraplanes 
built at the Brentford factory were still being advertised in 1938. An optional accessory on some 
1935–1938 Hudson and Terraplane models was a steering column-mounted electric gear pre-
selector and electro-mechanical automatic shifting system, known as the "Electric Hand", 
manufactured by the Bendix Corporation. This took the place of the floor-mounted shift lever, but 
required conventional clutch actions. Cars equipped with Electric Hand also carried a 
conventional shift lever in clips under the dash, which could be pulled out and put to use in case 
the Electric Hand should ever fail. Hudson was also noted for offering an optional vacuum-
powered automatic clutch, starting in the early 1930s. For the 1930 model year Hudson debuted 
a new flathead inline eight cylinder engine with block and Crankcase cast as a unit and fitted with 
two cylinder heads. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

 A 2.75-inch bore and 4.5-inch stroke displaced 218.8 cubic inches developing 80 horsepower 
(60 kilowatts; 81 metric horsepower) at 3,600 rpm with the standard 5.78:1 compression ratio. 
The 5 main bearing crankshaft had 8 integral counterweights, an industry first, and also employed 
a Lanchester vibration damper. Four rubber blocks were used at engine mount points. A 
valveless oil pump improved the Hudson splash lubrication system. The new eights were the only 
engine offering in the Hudson line, supplanting the Super Six, which soldiered on in the Essex 
models. At the 1931 Indianapolis 500, Buddy Marr's #27 Hudson Special (using a Winfield 
carburetor) finished tenth. In 1936, Hudson revamped its cars, introducing a new "radial safety 
control" / "rhythmic ride" suspension which suspended the live front axle from two steel bars, as 
well as from leaf springs. Doing this allowed the use of longer, softer leaf springs ("rhythmic 
ride"), and prevented bumps and braking from moving the car off course. The 1936 Hudsons 
were also considerably larger inside than competitive cars — Hudson claimed a 145-cubic-foot 
(4.1 m3) interior, comparing it to the 121 cubic feet (3.4 m3) in the "largest of other popular cars" 
of the time. With an optional bulging trunk lid, Hudson claimed the trunk could accommodate 21 
cubic feet (0.59 m3) of luggage. The 1936 engines were powerful for the time, from 93 to 124 
horsepower (69 to 92 kilowatts; 94 to 126 metric horsepower). The 1939 models joined other 
American cars in the use of a column-mounted gearshift lever. This freed front-seat passenger 
space and remained the industry standard through the 1960s, when "bucket seats" came into 
vogue. Hudson became the first car manufacturer to use foam rubber in its seats. The Hudson 
Terraplane was dropped. For 1940 Hudson introduced coil spring independent front suspension, 
aircraft-style shock absorbers mounted within the front springs and true center-point steering on 
all its models, a major advance in performance among cars in this price range. The Super Six 
model was reintroduced as well. Despite all these changes, Hudson sales for 1940 were lower 
than 1939 and the company lost money again. The advent of military contracts the following year 
brought relief. The 1941 Hudsons retained the front end styling of the 1940 models but the bodies 
were new with 5.5 inches added to their length giving more legroom. A new manual 3-speed 
syncromesh transmission was quieter with all helical gears. Wheelbases increased by 3 inches, 
with offerings of 116, 121 and 128 inches, and height was decreased with flatter roofs. 
Convertibles now had a power operated top. Big Boy trucks now used the 128-inch wheelbase. In 
1942, as a response to General Motors' Hydramatic automatic transmission, Hudson introduced 
its "Drive-Master" system. Drive-Master was a more sophisticated combination of the concepts 
used in the Electric Hand and the automatic clutch. At the touch of a button, Drive-Master offered 
the driver a choice of three modes of operation: ordinary, manual shifting and clutching; manual 
shifting with automatic clutching; and automatic shifting with automatic clutching. All this was 
accomplished by a large and complicated mechanism located under the hood. They worked well, 
and in fully automatic mode served as a good semi-automatic transmission. When coupled with 
an automatic overdrive, Drive-Master became known as Super-Matic. Re-engineering of the 
frame rear end to use lower springs reduced car height by 1.5 inches (38 mm). Sheet metal 
"spats" on the lower body now covered the running boards and new wider front and rear fenders 
accommodated this. As the role of women increased in car-purchase decisions, automakers 
began to hire female designers. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

 Hudson, wanting a female perspective on automotive design, hired Elizabeth Ann Thatcher in 
1939, one of America's first female automotive designers. Her contributions to the 1941 Hudson 
included exterior trim with side lighting, interior instrument panel, interiors and interior trim fabrics. 
She designed for Hudson from 1939 into 1941, leaving the company when she married Joe Oros, 
then a designer for Cadillac. He later became head of the design team at Ford that created the 
Mustang.  As ordered by the Federal government, Hudson ceased auto production from 1942 
until 1945 in order to manufacture material during World War II, including aircraft parts and naval 
engines, and anti-aircraft guns. The Hudson "Invader" engine powered many of the landing craft 
used on the D-Day invasion of Normandy, June 6, 1944. During World War II Hudson had also an 
aircraft division which produced ailerons for one large eastern airplane builder. The plant was 
capable of large scale production of wings and ailerons as well as other airplane parts. On May 
22, 1941, Hudson was given a contract for the Oerlikon 20 mm cannon with the Jefferson Avenue 
Plant, on Jefferson Avenue and Connor Avenue, responsible to convert the original Swiss 
drawings to American production standards. The company produced 33,201 Oerlikons for the 
United States Navy with the original mechanism continued in use without major change and with 
complete interchangeability of parts until the end of the war. Hudson also manufactured millions 
of other weaponry and vehicle parts for the war effort. Hudson ranked 83rd among United States 
corporations in the value of World War II military production contracts. In 1948, the company 
launched their "step-down" bodies, which lasted through the 1954 model year. The term step-
down referred to Hudson's placement of the passenger compartment down inside the perimeter 
of the frame; riders stepped down into a floor that was surrounded by the perimeter of the car's 
frame. The result was not only a safer car, and greater passenger comfort as well, but, through a 
lower center of gravity, good-handling car. In time almost all U.S. automakers would embrace it 
as a means of building bodies. Automotive author Richard Langworth described the step-down 
models as the greatest autos of the era in articles for Consumer Guide and Collectible 
Automobile. For the 1951 model year the 6 cylinder engine got a new block with thicker walls and 
other improvements to boost Horsepower by almost 18% and torque by 28.5% making Hudson a 
hot performer again. The GM-supplied 4-speed Hydramatic automatic transmission was now 
optional in Hornets and Commodore Custom 6s and 8s. Hudson's strong, light-weight bodies, 
combined with its high-torque inline six-cylinder engine technology, made the company's 1951–
54 Hornet an auto racing champion, dominating NASCAR in 1951, 1952, 1953, and 1954. Herb 
Thomas won the 1951 and 1954 Southern 500s and Dick Rathmann won in 1952. Some 
NASCAR records set by Hudson in the 1950s (e.g. consecutive wins in one racing season) still 
stand even today. Hudson cars also did very well in races sanctioned by the AAA Contest Board 
from 1952 to 1954 with Marshall Teague winning the 1952 AAA Stock Car Championship and 
Frank Mundy in 1953. Often Hudsons finished in most of the top positions in races. Later, these 
cars met with some success in drag racing, where their high power-to-weight ratio worked to their 
advantage. Hudsons enjoyed success both in NHRA trials and local dirt track events. As the post-
war marketplace shifted from a seller's to a buyer's market the smaller U.S. automakers, such as 
Hudson and Nash, found it increasingly difficult to compete with the Big Three (Ford, GM and 
Chrysler) during the 1950s. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

 A sales war between Ford and General Motors conducted during 1953 and 1954 had left little 
business for the much smaller "independent" automakers trying to compete against the standard 
models offered by the domestic Big Three. The Big Three could afford constant development and 
styling changes, so that their cars looked fresh every year, whereas the smaller manufacturers 
could only afford gradual change. Hudson's once innovative "step-down" unit body construction, 
while sturdy and innovative, also made restyling difficult and expensive. Although Hudsons 
dominated racing during this period, their feats did little to affect showroom traffic. Sales fell each 
year from 1951 to 1954 and only Korean War military contracts kept the company afloat. On 
March 20, 1954, the Hudson Motor Car Company reported a loss of $10,411,060 in 1953 as 
compared with a profit of $8,307,847 in 1952. After the company's high-priced Jet compact car 
line failed to capture buyers in its second straight year, Hudson CEO A.E. Barit engaged with 
George W. Mason, CEO of Nash-Kelvinator (makers of Nash and Rambler) to discuss the 
possibility of a merger with Nash. Mason already had the vision of merging the four independent 
auto makers (Nash, Hudson, Packard, and Studebaker) into one company to compete with the 
Big Three, having floated the idea as early as 1946 with Packard to no avail. Mason had 
previously discussed the idea with Barit in 1952. On 14 January 1954 an agreement was reached 
and Nash and Hudson executives took the first steps to bring the two companies together.On 
May 1, 1954, Hudson merged with Nash-Kelvinator to become American Motors Corporation. 
George W. Mason became CEO and president of AMC while Hudson's president, A.E. Barit 
retired to become an AMC board member .The Hudson factory, located in Detroit, Michigan, was 
converted to military contract production at the end of the model year, and the remaining three 
years of Hudson production took place at the Nash plant in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Nash would 
focus most of its marketing resources on its smaller Rambler models, and Hudson would focus its 
marketing efforts on its full-sized cars. The first Hudson model to terminate production was the 
Jet. The new company could then focus on the more successful Nash Rambler .Henceforth, 
Hudson dealers would have badge-engineered versions of the Nash Rambler and Metropolitan 
compacts to sell as Hudson products. One of the first things Mason did as CEO of the new 
company was to initiate talks with James J. Nance, president of Packard, for parts-sharing 
arrangements between AMC and Packard. At this time AMC did not have its own V8 engine and 
an agreement was made for the new 320 cu in (5.2 L) Packard V8 engine and Packard's 
Ultramatic automatic transmission to be used in the 1955 Nash Ambassador and Hudson Hornet 
models. In July 1954, Packard acquired Studebaker to form Studebaker-Packard Corporation, 
however further talks of a merger between AMC and Packard-Studebaker were cut short when 
Mason died on October 8, 1954. A week after his death, Mason's successor, George W. 
Romney, announced "there are no mergers under way either directly or indirectly". Nevertheless, 
Romney continued with Mason's commitment to buy components from Studebaker-Packard 
Corporation. Although Mason and Nance had previously agreed that Studebaker-Packard would 
purchase parts from AMC, it did not do so. Moreover, Packard's engines and transmissions were 
comparatively expensive, so AMC began development of its own V8 engine, and replaced the 
outsourced unit by mid-1956. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

 For 1955, both Hudson and Nash senior models were built on a common automobile platform 
using styling themes by Pinin Farina, Edmund E. Anderson, and Frank Spring. Common-body 
shell production for competing makes of automobiles was a manufacturing technique that had 
been used by the Big Three for decades. Anderson set up separate design studios for Nash, 
Hudson, and Rambler. Although the 1955 Hudson used the inner body shell of the Nash, the car 
incorporated a front cowl originally designed by Spring and the Hudson team to be put on the 
1954 Step-Down platform. The 1955 models also used the Hudson dashboard, "triple safe 
brakes" and the Nash Weather Eye heater with Harrison Radiator Corporation-supplied lower 
cost Freon/compressor type air conditioning. For 1955, for the first time, Hudson offered a V8 
engine, the Packard-designed and -built 320-cubic-inch (5.2 L) engine rated at 208 hp (155 kW). 
All cars with the Packard V8 also used Packard's Ultramatic automatic transmission as an option 
costing $494 (equivalent to approximately $4,646 the Nash 3-speed manual was also available at 
US$295. Hudson dealers also sold Rambler and Metropolitan models under the Hudson brand. 
(4357 Metropolitans were sold as "Hudson.") When sold by Hudson dealers, both cars were 
identified as Hudson vehicles via hood/grille emblems and horn buttons. Hudson Ramblers also 
received "H" symbols on fuel filler caps (and, in 1956, also on hubcaps). In 1956 ex-Hudson 
president A.E Barit resigned from the Board in protest over the likelihood that Hudson would be 
phased out of production. For 1956, design of the senior Hudsons was given over to designer 
Richard Arbib, which resulted in the "V-Line" styling motif, a combination of "V" motifs that carried 
Hudson's triangular corporate logo theme. Sales fell below 1955 figures. With a wider front track 
than Nash used, Hudson was the better handling car, and was powered by the famed 308-cubic-
inch (5.05 L) Hornet Six with the optional high-compression cylinder head and dual-carburetor 
manifold ("Twin-H Power"); the Twin H would disappear at the end of the 1956 model year.The 
Wasp used the 202-cubic-inch (3.3 L) L-head Jet Six engine (up to 130 hp [97 kW]) and this 
model (in sedan version) was Hudson's top seller. For 1957, Hudson dropped the shorter-
wheelbase Wasp line, selling only the Hornet Custom and Super, which featured a lowered 
profile and slightly updated styling. George W. Romney felt that Hudson and Nash were no longer 
relevant players in the automotive market and retired both names at the end of the 1957 model 
year production. Rambler and Metropolitan became makes in their own rights, and no longer 
were identified as Hudson or Nash. The last Hudson rolled off the Kenosha assembly line on 
June 25, 1957. There were no ceremonies, because at that point there was still hope of 
continuing the Hudson and Nash names into the 1958 model year on the Rambler chassis as 
deluxe, longer-wheelbase senior models. The combined Nash and Hudson production volume 
was not sufficient to justify all new design and tooling, so the Rambler's platform was expected to 
be adopted to the longer cars. One major trade magazine said rumors of discontinuance were 
false and the 1958 Hudsons and Nashes "would be big and smart". Factory styling photographs 
show designs for a 1958 Hudson (and Nash) line based on a longer-wheelbase 1958 Rambler. 
Front-end prototype photos show separate Hudson and Nash styling themes. AMC's President, 
George W. Romney came to the conclusion that the only way to compete with the "Big Three" 
was to stake the future of AMC on a new smaller-sized car line. Neither Hudson nor Nash brand 
names had as much positive market recognition as the successful Rambler and their sales were 
lagging.  
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Summary Continues: 

 

Together with AMC's chief engineer Meade Moore, Romney had completely phased out the Nash 
and Hudson brands at the end of 1957. The decision to retire the brands came so quickly that 
preproduction photographs of the eventual 1958 Rambler Ambassador show both Nash- and 
Hudson-badged versions. The Rambler brand was selected for further development and 
promotion while focusing exclusively on compact cars .Eventually, however, something close to 
the Hudson design was chosen for the 1958 Rambler Ambassador. Hudson brand enthusiasts 
will note the triangular grille guard and 1957-like fender "gun sights" and the fast-selling 1958 
Rambler Customs wore 1957 Hudson-styled front-fender trim. Hudson, Essex, and Terraplane 
vehicles were either exported as complete cars or locally-built from knock-down kits in many 
countries making the Hudson marque well-known internationally as well as domestically. In its 
1929 report, banking house Garden Detroit Company reported that in 1928 Hudson shipped 
50,587 vehicles overseas, or 17.9% of total production. By March 1929 Hudson had topped all 
previous production figures having exported 44,295 cars in March alone, bringing the total of 
shipments for the first quarter of 1929 to an all-time high of 108,298. 

Australia. 

In 1915 the Sydney branch of Dalgety & Co. Ltd became the distributor of Hudson and Essex 
vehicles for New South Wales. The company was also the agent for Wolseley, Daimler, and 
Buick passenger vehicles as well as Lacre and Halley commercial vehicles. Motor bodies were 
produced by Messrs Henderson, Boulton, and Kirkham in Regent Street, Sydney. The company 
also did trimming, fitting, painting, mechanical work, and repairs. Established in 1922, Sydney 
company Smith & Waddington set up motor vehicle body building operations for NSW and 
Queensland at premises on Parramatta Road, Camperdown. The company built "custom" car 
bodies which, by the terminology of the day, meant "built to an individual order and to a special 
design." In addition to Hudson and Essex for Dalgety, the company built vehicle bodies for Rolls-
Royce, Wolseley, Dort, Benz, Fiat, and Tercat Mery. After a slump which caused operations to 
cease in November 1927, Smith & Waddington resumed production in June 1928, again building 
for Hudson and Essex for NSW and Queensland, and further adding Dodge, Chrysler, Erskine, 
and Studebaker for the whole of Australia. Additionally, Sydney coach builder G.H Olding & Sons 
are known to have built 6 Terraplane phaetons for Dalgety & Co. in 1934. In 1926 a new 
company, Leader Motors Limited was formed to be the exclusive distributor of Hudson and Essex 
motor vehicles in Queensland. The bodies were made by South Australian company Holden's 
Motor Body Builders in Brisbane.[49] (In its home town of Adelaide, Holden's made motor bodies 
for Austin, Buick, Chevrolet, Cleveland, Dodge, Fiat, Oakland, Oldsmobile, Overland, Reo, 
Studebaker, and Willys Knight.)Hudson and Essex assembly began in Victoria by Neal's Motors 
of Port Melbourne in 1927. The contract to build the bodies was initially given to TJ Richards & 
Sons of Keswick, Adelaide to supply for Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia, and 
Tasmania as well as acting as a second source of supply for New South Wales and Queensland. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

 Holden’s Motor Body Builders also built bodies. Holden's records show that for 1927 the 
Adelaide plant built a total 1641 Essex vehicles and 8 Hudsons, and for 1928 the plant built 1931 
Essex vehicles and 59 Hudsons. 1928 would be Holden's final year for Hudson and Essex 
production, and in 1931 the company was bought out by General Motors.In February 1934 
Ruskins Body Works of West Melbourne secured the contract to build Hudson and Terraplane 
bodies for the whole of Australia. In June 1937 Neal's Motors celebrated assembling its 30,000th 
automobile: a 1937 Hudson Terraplane. In 1939 Dalgety & Co. sold their automotive business to 
Sydney company and agent for Packard motor vehicles, Ira L. & A.C Berk Pty Ltd which 
thereafter became the distributors for Hudson in NSW and QLD. The company opened a 
manufacturing plant in Belmore, Sydney in February, 1949. After the end of World War II, 
Australia legislated to restrict the use of U.S. dollars which were in desperately short supply. The 
use of U.S. dollars to import cars thereafter required a government permit restricting the purchase 
of American cars only to those with access to U.S. funds held overseas such as consular staff 
and visiting entertainers. Despite this, Australian distributors of Hudson, Nash, Packard and 
Studebaker were able to bring in limited numbers of US-built, factory right-hand-drive vehicles 
from 1946.Dunlop Rubber Company released a report in 1949 about Australian car sales for the 
period of 1932 to 1949 in which it reported that Hudson vehicles (including Essex and 
Terraplane) numbered 10,424 units for the 17-year period, coming in at 13th place overall. It was 
noted in the report generally that all marques in Australia experienced the greatest number of 
sales prior to World War II In 1960, six years after the merger of Hudson and Nash-Kelvinator to 
form American Motors Corporation, Australian Motor Industries (AMI) of Port Melbourne would 
form an agreement with AMC to assemble Ramblers in Australia. 

Canada 

Canadian assembly of Hudson vehicles commenced in 1932 by Hudson Motors of Canada in 
Tilbury, Ontario. The factory building was owned by Canadian Top & Body Co. which built the 
motor bodies for the vehicles. The first models assembled were a series of Hudson Eights. World 
War II interrupted operations and production ceased in 1941. Post-war operations resumed in 
1950, with Hudsons being assembled by CHATCO Steel Products in Tilbury, Ontario. Operations 
ceased in 1954 following the Nash-Hudson merger that lead to the formation of American Motors 
Corporation. Toronto-based Nash Motors of Canada Ltd. became American Motors (Canada) Ltd. 
and all subsequent AMC operations continued in Toronto. 

Germany 

Hudson and Essex vehicles were assembled in Berlin, Germany during the 1920s by Hudson 
Essex Motors Company m.b.H Berlin-Spandau. The cars were built with the speedometer in 
kilometers, while the fuel, oil, and temperature gauges remained in their original non-metric units. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

New Zealand 

Hudson and Essex vehicles were imported into New Zealand by Dominion Motors of Wellington 
which began operations in 1912. After Dominion Motors amalgamated with Universal Motor 
Company of Christchurch in 1919 the company became the distributor for not only Hudson and 
Essex, but also Oldsmobile, Crossley, Chevrolet, Stutz, Rolls-Royce, and (pre-GM) Vauxhall. 
Vehicles were assembled and finished in-house from partial knock-down kits. For South Island, 
Hudson and Essex vehicles were imported by W.G. Vining Limited of Nelson, beginning in 1912. 
Vining had built a 31,500 square feet (2,926.5 square meters) garage in 1908 which was the 
largest garage in New Zealand at the time. A car assembly plant was established at the premises 
and shortly thereafter Vinings obtained licenses to import and assemble Cadillac, Maxwell, 
Haynes, and Ford vehicles from the United States; Bean cars from the United Kingdom; and 
Darracq and Unic vehicles from France. Along with Hudson and Essex, the plant later assembled 
Chevrolet and Rover vehicles. The business ceased when it was sold on 30th September 1927 
upon W.G. Vining's retirement.[69] Vining's son formed a new business, P. Vining & Scott, and 
continued the Hudson and Essex franchise, adding Morris in 1932.New Zealand car sales for the 
first nine months of 1927 saw Essex in third place with 898 vehicles sold, behind Chevrolet in 
second place with 1,100 vehicles sold, and Ford in first place with 1651 vehicles sold. Hudson 
made 12th place with 206 sales. From 1935, Hudson vehicles (along with Nash, Studebaker, and 
Standard) were assembled by Christchurch company Motor Assemblies Limited. Production 
ended when the company was acquired by Standard-Triumph International in 1954. From 1954 
Hudson vehicles were built for the New Zealand market by Auckland company VW Motors as a 
secondary line to the Volkswagens they assembled. After the Hudson and Nash marques were 
dropped by AMC, VW Motors assembled AMC's new Rambler motor vehicles at its new Otahuhu 
Volkswagen plant from 1958 until 1962. AMC formed an agreement in 1963 with Campbell Motor 
Industries (CMI) of Thames to assemble Ramblers, production of which ran from 1964 until 1971. 

South Africa 

Beginning in the 1920s, Hudson and Willys motor vehicles were assembled in South Africa from 
right-hand-drive complete knock-down (CKD) kits sourced from Canada by Stanley Motors at 
their plant, National Motor Assemblers (NMA), in Natalspruit (Gauteng). After World War II, NMA, 
built Austin, Standard, and Triumph vehicles at different times. After the Hudson and Nash 
merger, NMA continued to assemble AMC Ramblers until 1967. 

United Kingdom 

1928 Essex Tourer, built by Hudson-Essex Motors in London English-built 1934 Hudson 
Terraplane Tourer Hudsons were introduced to the United Kingdom in 1911. No shipments were 
possible during the First World War but as soon as the Armistice was signed exports resumed to 
the U.K. Hudsons and Essex vehicles were sold through ten concessionaires. In 1922 Hudson-
Essex Motors of Great Britain Limited was formed, with new premises on Dordrecht Road, in 
Acton Vale. 
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Summary Continues: 

 

 Over 100 agents were appointed to sell the vehicles resulting in 2,000 sales in the next 12 
months. In 1926 a factory was built on 4½ acres of ground on the recently opened Great West 
Road in Brentford . The plant opened in 1927 and a year later a three-story building was built as 
a service department for Hudson and Essex vehicles. The factory assembled the vehicle chassis 
locally but the bodies were imported as complete units from Detroit. From 1932, the bodies came 
over from the United States in sections to be assembled at the Great West Road factory. After 
the Essex marque was retired in 1932 the British company was renamed Hudson Motors Ltd. 
Hudson's new Terraplane model was equally as popular in the U.K as it was in the United States. 
English-designed and built bodies were built on the Terraplane frames and the cars were even 
entered in a number of races including the Monte Carlo Rally. Some of the cars entered were 
driven by personnel from the Great West Road factory. A Hudson Pacemaker won first place in 
the 1931 Scottish Rally, and another Pacemaker took 7th place in the 1932 Torquay Rally. The 
Team Award was won by two Terraplane tourers and a Terraplane saloon in the 1933 Scottish 
Rally .Because of the Hudson-Essex factory, the Chiswick roundabout (the junction of Chiswick 
High Road, North Circular Road, South Circular Road and the Great West Road) became known 
as "Hudson's Corner." After the Hudson and Nash merger, the British company was renamed 
Rambler Motors (A.M.C.) Limited in 1966 and became an importer of American Motors 
Corporation vehicles well into the 1970s. 

 

 

1946 Hudsons Production Information : 

Series 58 Commercial (wb 128) Weight Price Production 

pickup 3,500 1,522 3,374 

Total 1946 Hudson   95,000 
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   Body: 
 

The Body of this Truck has under gone a complete body off  restoration . The body looks to be 
very straight and solid will no rust present .The undercarriage is also in excellent condition with 
no damage or rust present. The body has not been customized or modified  .The body seems to 
be all steel . The box has a wood floor and sanded and finished. The box also has a steel storage 
box.  

   

       Paint: 
 

The paint is not original to this Truck it shows well . The paint is Red the was completed during 
the restoration . The paint surface it shows no signs of age . There are be a minor blemishes on 
the paint surface . 
 

     Tires: 
 

The tires are aftermarket  Radial tires 225/75/16 98 % tread left on them.  
 

     Wheels: 
 

The wheels are factory steel wheels with factory chrome hubcaps in like new condition . 
      

     Transmission: 

 
The Automatic. 3-speed synchromesh transmission with over drive. Rebuilt back to stock. The 
transmission is in good working condition and is thought to be numbers matching to the truck.  
 

     Exhaust:  
 

Exhaust and aftermarket OEM style in good condition .     
  

                Glass: 

 
The glass is all new original in excellent condition. 
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Chrome & Trim: 
  

The mouldings and trim chrome and bumpers are all original chromed or polished in new 
condition.  

 

     Engine: 

 

 The engine is a 262 Twin H in line super six Engine it is thought to be original numbers matching 
to this truck . The engine has been rebuilt back to stock during the restoration .The engine was 
detailed and painted. The engine runs excellent There are no sign of oil leaks or other defects 
with no smoke from the exhaust. 

 

    Interior: 

 
The interior has is original it was completely reupholstered during the restoration . It has been Re-
upholstered with new materials . The gauges are factory original in good working order  The dash 
pad and door panels are also original in like new condition. The carpeting is a new OEM part .  

 

    Stereo: 

 
The Stereo is factory remanufactured and up dated with modern components  AM/FM  radio.  

    

     Mechanical: 
    

Mechanically this car is for all intent and purposes is new . The engine runs perfectly. All brakes 
have been replaced and updated including lines and master cylinder with OEM parts. The 
suspension has also been completely replaced front to back with OEM parts. The fuel tank and 
lines are all new . The radiator is new 4 core custom aluminum during the restoration.  All of the 
electrical has been replaced with OEM parts 

  
 

    . 
      

    Value:                               $   
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